2021 Restoration Branch Family Reunion
and Conference of Restoration Elders
CRE Minutes for Sunday, June 20, 2021
The 2021 Conference of Restoration Elders convened just after 3:00 pm CST on Sunday, June 20 under the general
theme “Standing on the Promises of God - It Is Yet Day When All Can Work.” Those present rose to sing “Where
He Leads Me, I Will Follow,” and an opening prayer was given by Elder Shaun Turner.
The 2021 business sessions were blessed to take place across the globe with elders meeting both locally at the
Waldo Avenue branch and also registering and attending through Zoom media. Guests were invited to sit in and
listen to the sessions in person or through the Waldo Avenue live streaming service.
The Conference proceeded to organize by receiving a motion from the Credentials Committee to accept the
following list of Elders to be seated. The motion was seconded and passed.

First Name:
Isaac
Anthony
Michael
Jeff
Samuel P (Pat)
Stephen
Joe
Chris
Dayn
Cyril
Larry
Joseph (Ted)
Larry
Bob
Frank
Joe
Paul
John F
DAYO
Stephen
Paul
Paul
Greg

Last Name:
First Name:
Adeyemi
David
Anikwe
Deward
Akaigobi
Steven
Anger
Ray
Baggette, II
Elzy
Ballantyne
Bruce
Burkart
Bill
Capps
Thomas
Cederstrom
Phil
Chinazwa
Brian
Clark
John
Combs
Richard
Cottrill
Mark
Dickson
Stephen
Dippel
Collins
Easterling
Austin
Edwards
Nnamdi
Eichhorn
Marciano
Emmanuel Samuel
Howard
Farris
Garry
Frinsthal
Jeff
Gage
Lyle
Gard
Doug
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Last Name:
Joyce
Kubuya Luanda
LaHue
Lane
Lasley
Levengood
McQuinn
Mitchell
Mitchell
Mundy
Mundy
Neill
Nunn
Nwachukwu
Obiefule
Odicoh
Ogbongu
Pamongcales
Parker
Piatt
Rew
Smith
Smith

Terrance
Jack
Jason
Bernard
Vim
Russel
Bob

Griffin
Hagensen
Hamilton
Holler
Horn
Howard
Immer

Alan
Sean
Shaun
Jared
David
Darrell C
Eric

Teel
Telljohann
Turner
Watson
Webster
Webster Sr
Woolery

Seventy Richard Neill took the chair and received a motion to sustain Elder William (Vim) Horn as Conference
Chairman. The motion was seconded and approved unanimously. Brother Vim then, as Chair, accepted a motion
to sustain Elder David Joyce as Conference Secretary. The motion passed.
A motion was made by Elder Shaun Turner to accept the agenda for the conference business sessions. It was
seconded and passed by the body.
The next order of business was the presentation of Council, Missionary and program reports as listed in section 4
of the conference notebook. In addition to the written reports, several people shared information and
testimonies about the activities and ministry from the previous year.
Aaronic Council – Brother Stephen Henson reported and shared several positive statements regarding areas
where the Council was able to assist including at the Solemn Assembly in September of 2020, during the Spring
Gathering, and at the May Aaronic Priesthood retreat.
Women’s Council – Sister Angie Goff summarized an eventful, yet challenging year, by commenting that although
the 2020 Spring retreat had to be cancelled due to Covid concerns, a modified 2020 Fall Retreat was held as well
as a February Winter Gathering and a 2021 Spring Retreat. Sister Angie also commented on the success of the
women’s classes on Spiritual Preparation, headed by Sister Pat Chadwick.
Education Council-Sister Rebecca Griffin shared the report as detailed in section 4-3 of the conference notebook.
Coordinating Council – Seventy Richard Neill addressed the report (as printed on page 4-2 of the conference
notebook) discussing the general nature of the Council and emphasizing the work done at the September 2020
Solemn Assembly and the Spring 2021 Gathering.
Publication Council – Elder Jason Hamilton reviewed the new subscription process for the “Tidings” magazine and
the on-line component of that publication. Sister Griffin also commented on the challenges of mailing packages
both in the US and abroad.
Stewardship Council and FSM -Bob Dickson spoke about the work being done and the positive impact that the
Freedom Stewardship Ministries (FSM) program was having on people in our branches. Bob shared two specific
testimonials from families who had received assistance from this ministry. The Spirit moved in a wonderful way to
confirm the blessings that this effort is having in the lives of people.
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Youth Council – Elder Steve LaHue shared information contained in the report on page 4-17 of the conference
notebook, including health issues of the council chair, Marten Garn, which, along with the Covid issues of 2020,
severely hampered the council this year.
Evangelism Council – Elder Steve LaHue presented an introductory statement about activities including domestic
outreach and turned the floor over to those close to the various missionary boards. A wonderful spirit was
present as the following reports and testimonies were given regarding the work in these various fields:
ARM- Speaking for ARM were Elders Brian Mundy, Doug Smith, and Eric Odida. As part of his report,
Brother Doug updated us on the Mildred Smith Clinic in Kenya and its success. Many wonderful
testimonies accompanied these brothers’ reports. A detailed report from ARM is included starting on
pages 4-4 of the conference notebook.
GEM- Along with the written report, Elder Brian Mundy shared concerns for the Saints in the European
areas including Germany, Russia, and the UK. Covid in these areas has kept much of the visiting ministry
from taking place there, and there is concern regarding those who have been locked down under these
conditions and what is does to the mindset of those who become isolated with this fear and lack of
spiritual direction.
SEAAM- Seventy Richard Neill spoke about the ongoing efforts in Australia, Nepal, and India, and
recognized Elder Marciano (Jun) Pamongcales from the Philippians who shared with us testimony of the
events there.
The Lord blessed us with powerful confirmation of the work that has been entrusted to us as we have seen
witness both domestically and abroad of how His hand works with those who seek to build His Kingdom.
A brief discussion was held to discuss the format for the rest of the week and the meeting was adjourned and was
closed with a prayer by Brother Stephen Henson.
Respectfully Submitted,
David Joyce, Conference Secretary
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2021 Restoration Branch Family Reunion
and Conference of Restoration Elders
CRE Minutes for Monday, June 21, 2021
The Monday Conference session was called to order at 9:30 AM CST and began with a prayer by Elder Ray Lane.
(23 elders present with an additional 8-10 online)
With agreement of the brothers, Quorums were organized. Those joining online via Zoom were originally
designed to be a separate breakout Quorum, but as numbers were low, it was determined that all discussion rest
in a single Quorum. Quorum discussion lasted for about an hour.
General session was called back to order at 10:30.
The following additional names were submitted to be seated by the Credentials Committee and approved by the
conference:
Scott Easton Tom Rindels
John Tandy
Jacob Cottrill Steve Kropp
Eric Odida
The minutes from Sunday were approved as read.
Brother Vim called attention to Section 2-2 regarding the Reunion/Conference Budget. The budget was moved by
Elder Ray Lane, seconded, and accepted unanimously.
Brother Dave Joyce gave a brief report about the Priesthood Education Committee and indicated that the Monday
afternoon class session would be dedicated to a discussion on this topic.
Discussion began on the FY 2021 Income Detail and Proposed FY 2022 Budget (section 2-4) with Ray Lane,
treasurer, and including discussion of GEM budget (John Mundy) and FSM budget (Shaun Turner).
The Quorum activity for the day was summarized in a report given by Sean Telljohann.
The Quorum elected the following: Chair Joe Burkart and Secretary Sean Telljohann
There was a discussion on proposed Resolution 1 (moved by Jay Havener to be sent to the conference
floor)
Steve LaHue will be preparing a resolution for Tuesday on Strengthening Families.
A motion to adjourn by Joe Burkart was seconded and approved.
Closing Prayer was given by Elder Eric Woolery.

Respectfully Submitted,
David Joyce, Conference Secretary
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2021 Restoration Branch Family Reunion
and Conference of Restoration Elders

CRE Minutes for Tuesday, June 22, 2021
The Tuesday Conference session was called to order at 9:25 AM CST and the elders began by singing “Redeemer
of Israe.l” A prayer was given by Elder Jay Havener. (24 present locally and 9 online)
The following additional names were submitted by the Credentials Committee to be seated and approved by the
conference:
Michael Onyiego
Danny Hight
Herbert Hawley
Manuel Castillo
The elders separated into quorums for the first 45 minutes of the session.
General session was called back to order at 10:20.
The minutes from Monday were approved as corrected with the name Gary White being included with those
elders seated on Monday.
The Quorum activities for the day were summarized in reports given by Quorum 2 Secretary Larry Cottrill who was
hosting the online group, and Quorum1 Secretary Sean Telljohann.
Resolutions 1 and 2 were discussed in both groups and a resolution on creating a council on Families was
presented by Steve LaHue and discussed without formal action taken by either quorum to date.
Brother Vim Horn (Chair) asked Elder Brian Mundy to share information from section 2 regarding the financial
statement and budget for ARM.
Business moved forward to consider the FY 2022 Budget. A motion was made by Elder Ray Lane, treasurer, to
approve the FY 2022 Proposed budget. (section 2-4)
(It was informally agreed that some of the action on the budget as presented could possibly be re-visited
later if resolution 1 or resolution 2 were to be passed at a future date and which may impact the operating
budget.)
The budget as presented was approved unanimously.
A motion to sustain the budgets for the missionary boards was made by Bro. Jay Havener
Discussion on each board and individual approval was given for LAMB, ARM, GEM, SEAAM, and FSM.
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Resolution 2 was moved by Elder Sean Telljohann from Quorum 1.
Resolution on the Evangelism and Outreach Council Submitted by the Evangelism and Outreach Council:
Whereas, the need exists and will continue to exist until every nation, kindred, tongue, and people hears
the gospel of Jesus Christ, and
Whereas, the Restoration Branches represent the Church organized on April 6, 1830, and Reorganized on
April 6, 1853, until superseded by the further recognized organization of the Church, or until Jesus Christ
returns.
• Be it resolved, that the Evangelism and Outreach Council be renamed and divided into two
separate councils.
One council will be called the Domestic Missionary and Outreach Council, with responsibility to
offer support to existing branches, individual saints, as well as existing outreach efforts in the
domestic mission field of the USA and Canada.
The second council will be called the International Missionary Council with responsibility to the
international fields apart from the USA and Canada, and including Native American ministries that
are included under Missionary Boards so organized to provide ministry to the Native American
peoples and tribes.
• Be it resolved, that the two councils will be presided over by a Seventy when practicable. The two
councils will initially determine within themselves how they will be structured and function.
• Be it resolved, that these two councils will work in harmony with the leaders and people of the
missionary fields to whom they have been called and sent to minister.
• Be it further resolved, that each council will continue to make annual reports and proposed
budgets to the Conference of Restoration Elders for consideration and approval.
-Seventy Frank Dippel made a motion to amend the resolution to require the Domestic Council to include
a member of the All Saints Restoration Group network. The amendment failed.
-Elder Jay Havener made a motion to amend the resolution to strike the words “and Outreach” from the
name of the Domestic Missionary and Outreach Council. The amendment failed.
-Brother Jay Havener moved the previous question…which passed.
The original motion on Resolution 2 was voted on and passed.

A motion to adjourn by Elder Gary Wilson was seconded and approved.
The closing Prayer was given by Elder Jun Pamongcales.

.

Respectfully Submitted,
David Joyce, Conference Secretary
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2021 Restoration Branch Family Reunion
and Conference of Restoration Elders

CRE Minutes for Wednesday, June 23, 2021

The Wednesday Conference session was called to order at 9:20 AM CST and began by singing “Blest are the Pure
in Heart.” A prayer was given by Elder Jay Havener. (23 present on site, 13 sites present online/some sites with
multiple members)
The following additional name was submitted by the Credentials Committee to be seated and approved by the
conference:
Raphael Ndee
The elders separated into quorums for the first 40 minutes of the session.
General session was called back to order at 10:00.
The minutes from Tuesday were read and approved.
Quorum reports were presented. Larry Cottrill relayed that several of the Saints in the Philippines were seeking
assistance for those needs that have resulted from Covid, etc in their country. Sean Telljohann reported that their
quorum had discussed the possible creation of a Family Council, but although the proposal did not reach the floor
of the main body, the need presented in the proposal warranted further action within the existing councils, and
that the Aaronic and Women’s Councils be empowered in regard to that ministry. There was also discussion on
members serving on multiple councils but no action was brought forth.
A motion was made by Elder Brian Mundy regarding nominations and the process of filling the Councils that were
created due to the passage of Resolution 2. (Domestic and International)
Moved that …
• Coordinating Council liaison consult with the Missionary Boards to name members of the
International Missionary Council, and that
• nominations be taken for the 7 members who would serve on the Domestic Missionary and
Outreach Council.
The motion was approved.
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Elder Tom Mitchell of the Coordinating Council moved Resolution 1.
Resolution to Enlarge Coordinating Council to Include Two Non-Domestic Seats
Submitted by Coordinating Council
Whereas, the church continues to grow, especially outside the Center Place and particularly overseas,
and;
Whereas, technology has provided a means that Elders can participate in the conference activities from
other parts of the world,
Therefore, be it resolved, that the number of Coordinating council members be increased up to nine
members with 2 seats being reserved for a minimum of 2 members from outside the United States.
And be it further resolved, that the 2 reserved seats will not be filled by an Elder who is a United States
citizen.
The motion passed unanimously.
The following motion to was made by Brother Tom Mitchell: Moved that we increase the budget by adding
$15,000 for the Domestic Missionary/Outreach Council. A substitute motion was made by Brother Brian Mundy to
add $15,000 for Domestic Missionary/Outreach Council and $5,100 for International Missionary Council.
The substitute motion was passed.
Nominations were made to fill the positions of the Conference Officers. A motion to sustain those officers to serve
as Corporate Officers was made by Bro. Joe Burkart and passed.
Nominations were taken for the various Council positions.
A motion to adjourn was made by Bishop Joe Burkart, seconded and approved.
The closing Prayer was given by Elder Tom Mitchell.

.

Respectfully Submitted,
David Joyce, Conference Secretary
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2021 Restoration Branch Family Reunion
and Conference of Restoration Elders
CRE Minutes for Thursday, June 24, 2021
The Thursday Conference session was called to order at 9:20 AM CST and began by singing “Redeemer of Israel”
and an opening prayer was given by Elder Joe Easterling.
A statement was made reaffirming the intent and purpose of the CRE and encouraging restoration
branches to come together for the purpose of conferring with one another to seek God’s guidance on
how to become more unified and engage each other to assist in the work.
The elders dismissed for quorum discussion for the first half of the meeting. Only one quorum was held today.
General session was called back to order at 10:30.
Election of Council members was conducted with paper ballots locally and electronic ballots for those who were
registered virtually. (Online ballots were to be accepted until 5 PM CST, approx. 6 hours).
Quorum reports were presented by Elder Sean Telljohann with the following items summarized:
A large part of the session was dedicated to a discussion of the letter/statement referenced above. No
vote would be taken on it until tomorrow. This included a motion to form a committee to mold the
statement into the form of a resolution. Brother Jay Havener, who chaired the quorum today, asked that
those who could would kneel in prayer concerning the potential and the need for this further
consideration.
Two motions to consider for business on Friday were made by Elder Brian Mundy.
1. That the concepts garnered from the class on the Hopes and Goals of the Church be further
refined and used by the Coordinating Council to prioritize the Goals of the Church and publish
it in Tidings of Zion and distribute it among the branches.
2. The Conference would authorize the Coordinating Council to send invitation and organize a
meeting with each Restoration branch not affiliated with any factional movement and make
every effort to reason together and find ways to work together.
A motion was made by Brother Sean Telljohann, secretary of Quorum 1, to form a committee of 3 or more people
including Vim Horn, Brian Mundy, Richard Neill and those members of the Pastors of Zion who were attending,
that would provide additional guidance to the quorum related to the statement/letter discussed today. This
committee report was to be addressed as immediately as practicable and a report would be posted online today
which would provide for an action statement, etc.
The Motion passed.
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The minutes from Wednesday were read and approved.
A motion to adjourn was made by Elder Jay Havener, seconded and approved.
The closing Prayer was given by Elder Ray Lane.

.

Respectfully Submitted,
David Joyce, Conference Secretary
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2021 Restoration Branch Family Reunion
and Conference of Restoration Elders
CRE Minutes for Friday, June 25, 2021
The Friday Conference session was called to order at 9:15 AM CST and began with an opening prayer by Elder Tom
Mitchell.
The elders dismissed for quorum discussion. Only one quorum was held today with both in person and online
elders joining in one group.
General session was called back to order at 10:20.
The minutes from Thursday were read and approved.
The Quorum reported out on their discussions including:
It was moved to send the letter / Statement to the Restoration Branches.
The resolution on the Goals of the Church was moved to the Conference floor.
The resolution was also moved to invite and organize a meeting to reason and work together with the
Restoration Branches.
With the time left, the quorum held a discussion on “Who is the Church?”
Elder Sean Telljohann, Quorum secretary, moved the Statement to the Restoration Branches (attached). The
motion was approved.
Elder Brian Mundy moved the resolution on goals of the church (attached). The motion was approved.
Elder Doug Smith moved the resolution to organize meetings and invitations to reason and work together with
the branches (attached). The motion was approved.
The 2021-2022 Council members election results were read to the conference. (attached)
It was informally decided that the Coordinating Council provide the most appropriate method for
disseminating the Statement to the Restoration Branches, as they would be led by the Spirit.
Motion was made for reconvening the Conference of Restoration Elders during the last full week of June 2022 at
CPRS/Waldo Ave Restoration Branch. (June 19-25, 2022.) Approved.
Brother Richard Neill spoke informally about the Coordinating Council and its new members and how it might
shift the dynamics of the Council with the majority of its members located outside the Center Place. The potential
blessings resulting therefrom were discussed.
Brother Brian Mundy asked that the Domestic Missionary and Outreach Council would meet immediately after
session. This is brought to attention here to bear witness of the quick movement within the Councils and the
enthusiasm to get things started.
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Brother Paul Gage provided to the elders a 90 day preparation packet leading up to fall gathering in September
and asked that these packets be disseminated as widely as possible.
Brother Shaun Turner asked for clarification on the fall gathering as opposed to the Kirtland Priesthood Retreat.
This year we would look at a Fall Gathering since the Community of Christ properties still had many Covid
restrictions and use of the property could not be secured. We would look at the Kirtland Priesthood Retreat again
in the fall of 2023.
Brother Vim Horn concluded with a few thoughts. He reminded the elders that each of us needed to be an
ambassador for getting the word out and encouraging the branches, and that this was more than just a duty for
the Coordinating Council. He encouraged us to begin, to think about, and do those things that we have been
called upon to do. Vim referenced an Andrew Murray book titled “The Ministry of Intercession.” He stressed how
important intercessory prayer is to the life of the church and on behalf of the church, both domestically and
worldwide. He said it’s time to find ourselves on our knees with the fervor and power which is ours by virtue of
our calling in the Melchizedek Priesthood. And finally, that fellowship with the Father and the Son results in
oneness and fellowship with one another.
Brother Brian made an informal request to the Coordinating Council to draft and present a letter of appreciation
to Kevin McMilian and crew for their exceptional technical assistance for the week.
A motion to adjourn was made and approved.
The closing prayer was given by Elder Jay Havener, Conference/Reunion Pastor

Respectfully Submitted,
David Joyce, Conference Secretary
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Statement to the Restoration Branches
Dear Independent Restoration Branch Members and Priesthood,
There has been much confusion and misrepresentation concerning the purpose of the Conference of Restoration
Elders (CRE), and its perceived intent to organize the church. To be clear, the CRE’s purpose and intent is not to
organize or reorganize the church. While some leaders in the CRE in the past have made movements towards this,
it has been consistently rejected by the elders meeting in conference.
The overall purpose of the CRE established in 1993 remains the same today; To bring solidarity to a growing number
of Restoration Branches--and Latter Day Saints in general--during this period of disruption and fragmentation.
(Source: Conference “Operating Guidelines” accepted 1996) The scope of this purpose is focused on offering
ministry and support to any and all restoration branches and saints within the restoration branch movement that
desire that support. The Conference is not the Church, but a gathering of the Melchisedec Priesthood to share in
testimony, prayer, legislation, and preparation to return to our branches better equipped and unified to perform our
duties to minister to our brothers and sisters in Christ.
Without going into detail, there is growing evidence that the Restoration Branch movement within the US is
experiencing loss of branches and members through attrition, divisions and other factors. It is in a general decline
in terms of its effectiveness to offer ministry within, and out of the Church. While there is no question that God is
in control and will accomplish the purposes of His church, the question remains, are we doing all we can to assist
with the work?
As such, the coming together of a significant number of the Restoration branches for the purpose of conferring with
one another to seek God’s guidance on how to become more unified and engage with each other to assist with the
work, is needed, and is something the CRE would support.
In a Statement to the 1998 Conference of Restoration Elders brother Vim Horn shared the following:
The Majority of Ministry from the melchisidec priesthood is currently being provided within the Restoration
Branches. We know and agree that the leadership of the melchisidec priesthood transcends the Branches and
extends to the Church. However, because of our current scattered state, the ability to offer the extended ministry
to the Church has been greatly limited.
If there is going to be an opportunity to offer coordinated ministry and leadership, The Branches are going to
have to desire to come together. The Branches need to determine initially how that coming together will be
accomplished.
A courtship is taking place. If you can recall the first time you went out with your wife or sweet heart; remember
how awkward the two of you were as you began the process of forming a relationship with one another. The
tenuous steps you took to begin to form that relationship.
I believe that we, in the Restoration Branches, find ourselves in a very similar situation. I believe there is great
desire on the part of the people, and consequently, the Restoration Branches, to come together and begin to
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become a part of one another. I believe that we are in that awkward time when we as Branches are beginning
to court one another.
We are ready to take some tenuous steps to come together but we are not real sure how to do it, or if we are
ready to commit ourselves to one another. Brethren, I believe the Branches and the people need some time to
figure this out. To figure out that it is all right to come together and to do things with one another. That we are
of one Church, the Church of Jesus Christ, restored for the last time on this Earth.
I believe that as the Branches begin to come together for worship, fellowship and other activities, the good spirit
will be witnessed and an environment of love and trust will begin to develop.
The Conference believes it is time for us to intensify this courtship. If we agree that our current condition will not
bring about the vision, or hinders or weakens the work, then maybe it’s time for us to do something different. We
believe it’s time for us to challenge the status quo of our condition. We believe it’s time for all of us, in our individual
branches, to engage in a soul-searching process—first, within each branch, and second, between branches.
It is the sense of the current Conference that the unifying of the saints can only occur with the active participation
and support of the “Branches”. This can only occur by priesthood in Restoration Branches faithfully magnifying their
calling and preparing the Saints (Doctrine and Covenants 135:2b-c), and the Saints faithfully executing the principles
of the law of the celestial kingdom. It is our understanding that the foundational element in all of this is that each
individual, priesthood and member alike, must be fully converted unto Christ, must have a covenant relationship
with Him, and must be committed to fulfilling His holy purposes. Only when our individual preparation is true, will
a collective desire to be unified be accomplished.
The Conference remains committed to working with individual Branches, and Branch associations, to accomplishing
the above. Doctrine and Covenants 136:3 reflects our hope.
“The movements toward better understanding of ministerial responsibilities, duties, and goals, and toward
unity of endeavor in teaching, preaching, evangelizing, and the perfecting of the Saints, are pleasing to the
Lord.
Contentions, bickerings, and strife are unseemly, hinder the work of the church, and should not find place
among the Saints. Only in the peace of fraternity and the unity of those caught up in the spirit of Zionic
redemption can the work of the Lord be accomplished. To this task let the church devote its energies.”
It is our great desire that one day soon, the word of the Lord will say of us:
The Spirit saith further unto the church: The Lord is well pleased with the advancement which has been
made in approaching unity;…and though there may have been differences of opinion, these differences
have been held in unity of purpose and desire for the good of my people, and will result in helping to bring
to pass a unity of understanding. So be ye encouraged and press on to the consummation designed of God
for his people--unity, honor, sanctification, and glory. Amen. (Doctrine and Covenants 129:9)
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Resolution on Goals
Whereas, Brother Vim Horn provided a class on 6/23/21, and
Whereas in that class people submitted their hopes and goals of the Church,
Therefore, be it resolved that the Coordinating Council make it a priority to formulate clearly and concisely the
goals of the church,
And be it further resolved that they further create a plan with measurable objectives to reach these goals.
And be it further resolved that this be published in the “Tidings” and distributed to the branches for their review
and implementation.

Resolution on meeting, reasoning and working with branches
Whereas there is ample evidence that the Domestic Restoration Branch movement is experiencing loss of
branches and members through attrition, divisions, and other factors,
Therefore, be it resolved that this Conference authorizes the Coordinating Council to send an invitation to and
organize a meeting, or meetings, with the various appropriate Restoration Branches,
And be it further resolved that every effort be taken to reason together and find ways to work together.
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2021-2022 Conference Leadership Members
Conference Officers
Chairman: Vim Horn
Secretary: David Joyce
Treasurer: Ray Lane
Historian: Danny Hight

Corporate Officers
President: Vim Horn
Secretary: David Joyce
Treasurer: Ray Lane

Conference Councils
Coordinating Council
1 Jack Hagensen
2 Jay Havener
3 Richard Neill
4 Tom Mitchell
5 Eric Odida
6 Larry Cottrill
7 Sean Telljohann
8 Marciano (Jun) Pomangcales Jr
9 Steve Kropp

1yr
1yr
1yr
1yr

Domestic Missionary and Outreach
1 Gerry Bird
2 Jeff Rew
3 Brian Mundy
4 Bob Immer
5 Gary Wilson
6 Frank Dippel
7 John Eichorn
8

Publications Council
1 Jackie Frinsthal
2 Rebecca Griffin
3 Jacob Roberts
4 Christy Schrunk
5 Jason Hamilton
6 Janet Dixon
7

Women's Council
1 Kristen Barrett
2 Barb Capps
3 Karen Parker
4 Michelle Turner
5 Angela Goff
6 Nicole Capps
7 Bethany Eggenberger
8 Monica Rush

Aaronic Council
1 Stephen Henson
2 Ivan Telljohann
3 John Ely
4 Wilbur Wilson
5 Jake Gaughran
6 Henry Trickett
7 Mark McCormick
8 Kevin McMilian

1yr
1yr
1yr
1yr
1yr
1yr
1yr
1yr

Youth Council
1 Heather Joyce
2 Andrew Smith
3 Ivan Telljohann
4 Taylor Morrison
5 Aaron Geno
6
7
8

Education Council
1 Rebecca Griffin
2 Jacob Roberts
3
4
5
6
7

1yr
1yr
1yr
1yr
1yr
1yr
1yr

Stewardship Council
1 Dale Carrick
2 Bob Dickson
3 Terry Griffin
4 Kevin Humphry
5 Joe Burkart
6 Vaugh Cornish
7 Bill Barrett
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1yr
1yr
1yr

1yr
1yr
1yr

1yr
1yr
1yr

1yr
1yr
1yr
1yr

